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Catch of the day
not far from their home base at Ohio State’s 
Stone Laboratory on Lake Erie, a pair of students in 
Marc Kibbey and Suzanne Gray’s ichthyology class 
wade into a wetland at East Harbor Bay, their 
classroom for the morning. Pushing past lily pads, 
they keep a firm grasp on two wooden poles to 
stretch their 8-foot seining net to an effective width. 
They sweep it across the lake bottom through thick 
patches of aquatic plants to capture several species of 
fish. Two other classmates at the water’s edge are 
ready to help raise the net, scattered with fish they 
will study and catalog. The students hurriedly sift 
through the tangled vegetation inside. Senior Connor 
Schwepe holds up a juvenile. Is it a bluegill? A brook 
silverside? A large-mouth bass, junior Harrison Fried 
says proudly. It’s a lesson you can get only while 
wearing waders. — kaylin hynes  
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SEAN HARRIS
SENIOR IN FORESTRY,  
FISHERIES AND WILDLIFE  

“Growing up on the East Coast,  
I fished a lot along the Atlantic 
Coast as a kid. I thought of it 
more as a hobby, but learning 
techniques like seining help 
build my résumé.” 

ROSS SCHWARTZ ’12, ’12
GRADUATE STUDENT IN 
EVOLUTION, ECOLOGY AND 
ORGANISMAL BIOLOGY 

“I get field experience here 
and can see things up close, 
like the behavioral aspects of 
fish. I’m getting that firsthand 
experience.” 

HARRISON FRIED
JUNIOR IN ENVIRONMENTAL 
POLICY AND DECISION MAKING 

“It’s always a surprise to pull 
the net out of the water and see 
your catch. My favorite part  
is being able to identify any fish 
in Ohio just by looking at them. 
It’s fun, and it’s a good skill  
to have.”

CONNOR SCHWEPE
SENIOR IN FORESTRY,  
FISHERIES AND WILDLIFE 

“This class is great for learning 
the anatomy of fish. I’m 
interested in aquaculture, like 
fish farming, so it’s good to 
know if there’s a problem with 
the fish. Knowing the anatomy 
and how they live in their 
environment could be useful.” 

Marc Kibbey ’96 guides his 
ichthyology students as 

they search for endangered 
spotted gar along the 

shores of Lake Erie.
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